
Sub Human Bros  
(Sub Human Bros the Label / Eintakt Records) 

Sub Human Bros / A hardware Techno unit based in Berlin, consisting of the brothers, Makoto and 
Yutaka.Inspired by Berlin techno sound, Sub Human Bros has a concept “to record the initial 
impulse of human beings”. Sub Human Bros is the one and only brother unit that keeps producing 
dynamic dance music and vivid sounds like band music from the techno point of view.  
As organizing their party “PLANET BAR BERLIN”, they energetically play live acts at the leading 
clubs in Berlin, such as “Griessmuehle", "Chalet Club" and "Hoppetosse". 

【Biography】 

2007      formed『Sub Human Bros』 

2009.05 released first EP “CHECK ASS EP”                the brothers have moved to Berlin 

2011.02 released "Last Day of Magic” from the Swiss label 「Theater Magique Records」  

2014 Autumn     made a triumphant live return in Japan. Since this live, they started their current　
performance style which use only hardwares. 

2014.10 recorded “JAPAN”, which was a collaboration of light, sounds and a stage arts at Bunka 
Hall with their own father, Hiromi Sakamoto. 

2015.02 "FANTASTIC PLANET" was included in the compassion album released from Berlin's 
venerable Techno label "Eintakt Records". A live broadcast at “Studio R” was highly acclaimed. 

2015.04 released an advance single “Over” as the 30th Anniversary Vinyl from Einkat Records. 

2016.03 advance realized the first full album『Sub Human Bros』in Japan. 

2016      started a self-organized party "PLANET BAR BERLIN" in cooperation with Asian artists 
based in Berlin, such as Korean artist Hwang Baxa (EAST DISKO WAV,YMEA), Japanese artist 
Nagumo Vol.1, Platinum Pork (Kids on Wax), and ODD a.k.a. dj Daisuke Pak (V-Records).  

2016.12 released a catalogue “SHRLP001” chosen from the first album as 180g limited Vinyl with 
an artwork designed by Jiab berlin.               toured in Tokyo and in Seoul as a release memorial.   



【History】  

Born as sons of Sakamoto family who runs the stage lighting company in Kyushu, the brothers 
grew up surrounded by many genres of music, as helping their family's business and visiting their 
acquaintance's music office. Their roots began back then. 

When Makoto was 10 and Yutaka was 8 years old, they started to play drum sets which was located 
at the stage site, and it made them interested in instruments such as electric guitar and bass. It led 
them to play for several copy bands of Rock music, mainly of heavy-metal. 

In late 90's, as life styles have changed, their music style has also turned into hardcore and mixture, 

and when Makoto has moved to Fukuoka, their style has changed into Hip-Hop. Later, they formed 
an abstract Hip-Hop unit “coremetrik" with a track maker Tykoon. Yutaka followed Makoto to 
Fukuoka, and joined “coremetrik” as a wood bass player. Since then, “coremetrik” had performed 
live acts mainly in Fukuoka, as a trio consists of rap, wood bass and laptop.  

After experienced many genres and instruments, in 2007, the brothers finally formed “Sub Human 
Bros”. At the beginning, their style was mainly bass music such as electronica and breakbeat based 
on Hip-Hop, and it gradually shifted into house and electro. And their sound quest has been 
continued. 

After their live tour in Tokyo in May 2009, they made a decision, which was their biggest turning 
point in their career, to move to Berlin. Since they have moved, they started to take offers for live 
acts and DJ gigs through interaction with the Polish community in Berlin. With the cooperation of 
the community, they have build their brain in Berlin through the activities such as designing a logo 
mark of “Sub Human Bros”, the typography of their album and the website. 

Shortly after released from Swiss label 「Theater Magique Records」, "Last Day of Magic” was 

ranked in Juno Tech House chart.  A direction as『Sub Human Bros』has been gradually 

developed. Later, while temporary pausing the live performances, they have devoted themselves to 
producing an album, and accomplished it in 2013 Autumn. Around the time, they have started their 
current producing style, which only uses hardwares.  

Inspired by Berlin techno sound, Sub Human Bros has established their own style as repeating live 
recordings with their concept that “to record the initial impulse of human beings”.   Sub Human 
Bros creates dynamic dance music and vivid sounds like band music from the techno point of view, 
which could only have been achieved by the blood-related brothers. They have joined a compilation 
album and released a single in 2015, and finally released their first album 『Sub Human Bros』 in 

2016. Triggered by the advance release of the album, currently they are working on a project with a 
view to full-scale activities in Asia. 



Link: 
Official website                                        http://subhumanbros.com 

Sub Human Bros Facebook page          https://www.facebook.com/SUBHUMANBROS  

SoundCloud                                             https://soundcloud.com/subhumanbros 

Bandcamp (official webshop)                http://subhumanbros.bandcamp.com 

Resident Advisor                                    http://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/subhumanbros  

Photo by Shishido Masumi　http://www.masumishishido.com 

live promotion video at ACUD MACHT NEU Berlin   https://youtu.be/oM-EJg0gflY 

live short movie at Planet Bar Berlin   https://youtu.be/ZdUnbT-D8HY 

Full Live Streaming Movie by Studio R berlin   https://vimeo.com/120848144  

Club that we've played in Berlin.  

Hoppetosse,Griessmühle,Chalet club,Golden Gate,Humboldthain Club,New West Berlin, 
Rummels Bucht,Studio R,Marie Antoinette,Club Basement,Urban Spree,Loftus Hall, 
ESCHSCHLORAQUE,Pick Nick,Mein haus am see,Club der polnischen Versager,etc…  

project “JAPAN”  sound & stage lighting by Hiromi Sakamoto - Youtube https://youtu.be/9UtgXUkRvgo 
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Releases  

Physical (Vinyl & CD) 

10.12.2016 SHRLP001 (LP/Vinyl) - Sub Human Record 

10.12.2015 Sub Human Bros the Album (CD) - Sub Human Record 

12.05.2015 Time is Running EP (EP/Vinyl) - Eintakt Records 

20.05.2009 CHECK ASS EP (CD) - Sub Human Record  

Downloads  

24.08.2016 9th July / Sub Human Bros the Label 

06.04.2016 We are Talking about the Future EP / Sub Human Bros the Label  

10.12.2015 Sub Human Bros the Album / Sub Human Bros the Label  

09.07.2015 The sun / Sub Human Bros the Label 

12.05.2015 Time is Running EP / Eintakt Records 

18.02.2015 Fantastic planet / Eintakt Records 

01.01.2015 JAPAN (limited free release) / Sub Human Bros the label  

28.01.2011 Last Day of Magic EP / Theatre Magique Records 

26.11.2010 Oath EP / Varium Tokyo 

21.12.2010 Wonder Person / Varium Tokyo 

14.11.2009 CHECK ASS KAZ NISHIMURA RMX / Sub Human Record 

20.05.2009 CHECK ASS EP / Sub Human Record  

Compilation in  

12.02.2015 Landscape Vol.3 .VA / Eintakt Records  

26.07.2014 Amsterdam Coffee Shop.VA / Franco Bolli  

05.04.2011 Lingerie House vol.1 .VA / Franco Bolli  

21.12.2010 Virus / Varium Tokyo 

 

contact us (Sakamoto)   subhumanbros@gmail.com

mailto:subhumanbros@gmail.com

